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HEADLINE PUZZLE  

The following are all headlines from a recent daily paper. Each of the five is a different letter-for-letter substitution. All five are derived from the same mixed alphabet at different settings against itself. To pick up a handout with Paul Derthick's explanation of how to do the Headline Puzzle, stop in at the Newsletter trailer just inside Gatehouse 2.

1. PUVGQSBFA SUKK JOGFC RY VBLKUYBF GYC GLLGQS MGAABYJBA
2. EFMWEB, PTWWWQB MF CMJJWH LS STAAZ DWIZLSS DMVQTKH
3. VTKKHFVZ VKMBMB KIRIUMFU RMHQFIC'B SKIUMWH HVLFLCZ
4. YQYICJPBQ YRIPRPYL OP XYRI JTRKPLDYG BE XLPDY DPRPECYL
5. QDYYYXLY AQFAHQLP H YSDIJVF VHLUS

Answer will appear next month.

Answer to Last Month's Puzzle

1. KENTUCKY BEAT MISSISSIPPI TO CLINCH SOUTHEASTERN TITLE
2. CAMPAIGN SCHISMS WORRYING THE G.O.P.
3. SENATORS CRITICIZE SHAMIR'S POSITION OF MIDEAST PEACE
4. MARCHERS CLASH WITH POLICE AT SEOUL CAMPUS
5. DAMASCUS MILITANTS SAY STATUS OF YASIR ARAFAT IS DECLINING

Setting: CYNIC, key: SARDONIC, hat: SATIRICAL

Retirements

44 years
Eleanor DiDomenico

38 years
Donald J. Robbins

37 years
Bobby L. Byrd
Walter J. Edwards
David F. Martorana

36 years
Jack A. Cleveland
David A. Thompson

35 years
Robert E. Brockmann
George O. Klies, Jr.

34 years
Richard L. Farr
Elbert C. Johnson
Joseph M. Ward

33 years
Maxine S. Green

20 years
Dolores R. Klosky

ON VACATION

You'll find 29 great American vacation spots in this puzzle. The names read in any direction and each letter may be used more than one.

G S P U P L A S V E G A S G R M M E N
R E H V L E A O C S I C N A R F N A S
U S O E M S L L A F A R A G A I N X H
B D E A O U N E W Y O R K C I T Y R T
S N N K P H E T O U V V H E U I Z D O
M A I S P S W A G L F A E C T I Y R B
A L X A U N E S E J F L K Y B A T A O
I S C L E A N C I U E E L T L W I Y H
L I O A R E G E D A T Z M I B A C E E
L D C O T L L V N N M L F C J H N N R
I A A U O R A D A D O O P C I M A I M
W E T R O N E S O B T S I N W E V P
A H S E I W D N U C P A G T H E C S S
N N K R C E W V Q E Y O J N B U O A T
Z O I B O N H E A P B S W A I Q Y H P
F T L A U D E R D A L E H L Z H E T B
Y L L N U H R V N C X J E T J T S R R
P I S K O C E O H A T E K A L M O A U
T H Z S E S T H C A E B E L T R Y M W

More Info on Unsolved Cipher: In our April Newsletter issue we published the story of the unsolved Beale cipher. (Remember the treasure buried somewhere in Virginia?) Reader interest was so high that we tried to track down more information, and one kind-hearted NSAer supplied us with a lead—the address of the Beale Cypher Association! Interested individuals can write the association for a copy of their newsletter at: Beale Cypher Association, P.O. Box 236, Warrington, PA 18976. The association asks that you send $1 and a stamped, self-addressed business size envelope along with your request to cover their newsletter production costs.
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